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Abstract 
Why do children learn some words before others?        
Understanding individual variability across children and also       
variability across words, may be informative of the learning         
processes that underlie language learning. We investigated       
item-based variability in vocabulary development using      
lexical properties of distributional statistics derived from a        
large corpus of child-directed speech. Unlike previous       
analyses, we predicted word trajectories cross-sectionally,      
shedding light on trends in vocabulary development that may         
not have been evident at a single time point. We also show            
that whether one looks at a single age group or across ages as             
a whole, the best distributional predictor of whether a child          
knows a word is the number of other known words with           
which that that word tends to co-occur.  
Keywords: ​age of acquisition; vocabulary development;      
lexical diversity; child-directed speech; 
Introduction 
Most young children produce the word “dog” before        
they produce the word “elephant.” While this particular        
difference appears trivial, it raises important questions about        
what makes a word or class of words easier to learn than            
others. Vocabulary development is a complex process that        
involves a large number of both internal and external         
factors. Identifying these factors is valuable not only for         
language acquisition research, but also for understanding       
and predicting downstream consequences, such as      
educational, cognitive, and life outcomes (Fernald &       
Marchman, 2012; Marchman & Fernald, 2008; Catts, Adolf        
& Weismer, 2006). 
In the present work, we investigated individual       
variability in vocabulary development. Specifically, we      
asked what aspects of children’s early linguistic       
environment are predictive of a word’s age of acquisition.         
Answering this question requires the availability of large        
naturalistic data that accurately reflects an infant’s language        
environment. Multi-lab efforts resulting in the availability       
of large, naturalistic data, have enabled researchers to        
answer these kinds of questions. The most widely used         
vocabulary development data can be found in the Wordbank         
database (Frank, Braginsky, Yurovsky & Marchman, 2017).       
It has archived MacArthur-Bates Communicative Inventory      
(MCDI) scores (Fenson et al., 2007) for tens of thousands of           
children collected across the world. Furthermore, the       
availability of the CHILDES corpus, a collection of        
transcribed speech to children in various situations,       
(MacWhinney, 2000) has allowed researchers to study       
child-directed speech at a large enough scale to test         
hypotheses about individual variability. Because these      
sources also provide data across a broad range of ages, it has            
become possible to investigate vocabulary acquisition from       
a developmental perspective. A good model of vocabulary        
development should predict both variability across      
individuals and across ages. Such a model will account for          
large departures from the normative learning trajectory,       
which typically provides little predictive power for       
individuals. Finally, these resources enable investigations at       
the item-level; not only are we interested in how differences          
in language environments influence vocabulary     
development, we are also interested in which words are         
learned earlier than others. 
Prior research using such datasets to predict the relative         
ages at which particular words are learned have found that          
even simple predictors, such as word frequency, account for         
variability in word learning. Words that children hear more         
often are more likely to be words that children produce          
earlier in life (Goodman, Dale & Li, 2008). Furthermore,         
words that children hear in isolation are learned earlier         
(Brent & Suskind, 2001). Likewise, lexical diversity, the        
number of different other words with which a word is used,           
predicts earlier learning (Hills et al., 2010), as do various          
measures of feature overlap between new words and known         
words (Hills et al., 2009). However, a great deal of          
variability remains to be explained, both within a word class          
(e.g., which nouns are learned earlier or later) and across          
word classes (e.g., how might the role of word frequency be           
different for nouns and verbs?). In a subsequent analysis,         
Swingley and Humphrey (2018) found that words produced        
in isolation, frequent words, concrete words, words that        
appeared in shorter utterances and words with particular        
phonological properties were associated with earlier      
learning. Further, variability in caregiver speech along these        
dimensions predicted whether a child knows a particular        
word. All of the above support the notion that the early           
language environment plays a critical role in vocabulary        
development. 
Using large naturalistic data to investigate normative       
word learning trajectories, Braginsky et al. (2017) found        
 
that a range of factors contributed to a word’s age of           
acquisition in English and other languages. These factors        
included distributional properties such word frequency,      
word frequency in isolation, word length, and the length of          
utterances in which the word appears. They also included         
properties such as concreteness, valence, arousal and a        
feature they call “babiness”, referring to the relevance of         
that word to children. Many of these features predicted a          
word’s age of acquisition in most or all of the investigated           
languages. The persistence of the same factors across        
languages suggests that the factors that predict a word’s age          
of acquisition are not idiosyncratic and language-specific,       
but rather, similar distributional and semantic properties       
may affect word learning across many languages. The        
factors that Braginsky et al. identified may have        
psychologically real implications for language learning and       
reflect important details about the data from which a child          
learns language. Understanding what makes certain words       
learned earlier than others may be a means to a better           
understanding of the processes that underlie early language        
learning, and the relevant aspects of the linguistic, visual or          
social environments that children attend to as they learn         
language. 
 
Single Time Point vs. Cross Sectional Analyses 
In the present work, we focus on two additional         
advantages of these large datasets. First, large cross        
sectional datasets allow us to model and make predictions         
about vocabulary size and vocabulary composition      
cross-sectionally across development, rather than at a single        
point in time. Investigations at single time points may run          
the risk of over- or under-estimating the contributions of         
certain variables to language learning. Take, for example,        
the hypothetical relationship between word frequency and       
vocabulary development displayed in Figure 1. In this        
figure, each word is represented by a single dot, indexing          
how often a word occurs in child directed speech (Word          
Frequency) and the proportion of children who are reported         
to have used the word in production (% Produced).  
Without any additional information, one might      
conclude that there is a strong relationship between the two          
variables. However, such an interpretation would      
completely disregard the effect of age. In this figure, all data           
available for a particular age group appear in clusters,         
starting with a cluster of data belonging to the earliest age           
group at the bottom-left and ending with a cluster of data           
belonging to the latest age group at the top-right of the           
figure. It is plausible that within clusters, there is in fact           
only a small or no correlation between a word’s frequency          
and the proportion of children who have used that word.  
 
Figure 1​. Hypothetical data relating the frequency of a word          
in child-directed speech (x-axis) to the proportion children        
reported to have used the same word during production. 
 
Much like the classic “Simpson’s Paradox” in which        
correlations across subsamples reverse or disappear when       
those subsamples are combined, the effect of frequency on         
acquisition may appear quite different if compared across        
ages or within them individually. Without follow-up       
investigations into the cross-sectional organization of the       
data, we are left with two contradictory conclusions about         
the predictive relationship between frequency and      
acquisition: On the one hand, looking at all the available          
data as a whole, one might conclude there is a strong           
positive relationship, but on the other hand, looking at the          
data in cross-sections, reveals that there is no such         
relationship. Thus, adopting a cross-sectional approach in       
the study of age of acquisition reduces the risk of obtaining           
uninformative correlations, and increases the probability of       
finding informative patterns within and across word classes. 
Most studies of the effect of lexical predictors on         
acquisition have been conducted at a single time point,         
which may raise questions about the validity of these         
findings. In the present work, we hope to correct for this by            
predicting age of acquisition within and across age groups.         
Doing so may lead to novel insights into the nature of           
vocabulary development.  
 
Proportion of Known Word Co-occurrence (Pro-KWo) 
In this work, we introduce a predictor variable that is          
designed to capture what children might have learned from         
the information present in the distributional properties of        
words. Previous studies have shown that word learning is         
facilitated when a novel word occurs in a familiar context.          
One possible explanation is that children use distributional        
 
properties of words to infer possible word meanings (Lany         
& Saffran, 2010). Here, we attempt to quantify this         
phenomenon using distributional statistics in the CHILDES       
corpus. To do this, we developed a metric (Pro-KWo,         
described in the Methods) that differentiates words that tend         
to co-occur with more known words from words that do not.           
Thus, a word assigned a high score on this measure should           
in principle be easier to learn. 
Pro-KWo is thus a cousin of measures like contextual         
diversity, which track the number and variety of words with          
which word can co-occur (Hills et al., 2010), but weighs          
those word collocates by the likelihood of those words being          
known at a prior time point. For example, one contributing          
factor to why children may produce “​where​” before “​why​”         
is that “​where​” co-occurs with known words, like the         
common, everyday objects whose location gets asked about.        
In contrast, “why” is often part of questions that involve          
more complex, less frequent, or abstract things. Using        
distributional bootstrapping or inferences, it should take a        
child longer to acquire the meaning of “why” because the          
meanings of the words that co-occur with “why” are         
themselves more complex. 
Taken together, our aim is to better understand word         
learning trajectories across word classes. Moreover, we are        
interested in factors that contribute to synchronic and        
cross-sectional word learning. Finally, we introduce a new        
predictor, Pro-KWo, to better understand the extent to        
which previous knowledge can predict future learning. 
 
Method 
Child Vocabulary Data and MCDIp 
The dependent measure in the following analyses       
quantifies the proportion of children who, at a given age,          
produce a particular word. The words we used in our          
analyses are the 681 items from the American English         
MacArthur-Bates Communicative Inventory of child     
language production (Fenson et al., 2007). We obtained the         
results of MCDI surveys for 7,500 parents, available at the          
Wordbank website (Frank et al., 2016) which quantify        1
whether or not a child produces a word at a given age. The             
data was downloaded on June 24, 2016 using the R          
*wordbank* package. In our analyses, we used only        
non-homonym single words (i.e. excluding grammatically      
ambiguous words like “can”, and compound words like “ice         
cream”), resulting in a total set of 628 words. 
Our dependent measure, hereafter ​MCDIp (MCDI      
proportion), refers to the proportion of children who        
produced a particular word at each age. To calculate a          
1 http://wordbank.stanford.edu/ 
word’s MCDIp score, we first summed the number of times          
a word is reported as known in the MCDI, then we divided            
that sum by the total number of administrations. This         
procedure yielded 628 individual MCDIp scores (one for        
each word) for each age from 16 to 30 months. 
 
Predictors using Distributional Statistics 
All lexical distributional statistics used as predictor       
variables in our analyses were derived from the CHILDES         
database, a corpus of speech to and in the presence of           
children (MacWhinney, 2000). In our analyses, we used all  
available transcripts of speech to children in American        
English-speaking households, where the children were      
between 16 and 30 months of age. The data was obtained           
from the Childes-db website (Sanchez et al., 2018) on June          2
24, 2016, using the R package *childesr* (Braginsky,        
Sanchez & Yurovsky, 2018). Using this dataset, we        
obtained the distributional statistics for the 628 MCDI        
words as described below. 
 
Log Frequency 
Each word’s log frequency was computed by counting the         
number of times a word occurred in the CHILDES corpus          
for children up to a given age, and then performing a log​10            
transformation. This resulted in 15 log frequency scores for         
each word, one for each age between 16-30 months. 
 
Lexical Diversity (LD) 
Lexical diversity (sometimes called contextual diversity, but       
confused with document diversity below), was computed by        
counting the proportion of other MCDI words that each         
MCDI word co-occurs with. This was computed in a         
manner similar to the Hyperspace Analogue to Language        
(HAL) model (Lund & Burgess, 1996). First, for each age          
from 16-30 months, we constructed a 628x628 matrix, with         
each cell in the matrix reflecting the number of times each           
word co-occurred with another word in the CHILDES        
corpus within a 7-word moving window, using all        
documents for children of that age or younger. This resulted          
in 15 different 628-element co-occurrence vectors for each        
MCDI word. For each word at each age, we then computed           
the proportion of each word’s vector elements that was         
nonzero, reflecting the proportion of words with which each         
co-occurred at that age. 
 
Document Diversity (DD) 
Document diversity (also sometimes called contextual      
diversity, but confused with lexical diversity above), was        
computed by computing the proportion of the 1718        
documents in which a word occurred. This resulted in 15          
2 http://childes-db.stanford.edu/ 
 
document diversity scores for each MCDI word (one for         
each of the 12 ages). 
 
Proportion Known Word Co-occurrence (Pro-KWo) 
Our measure of the “Proportion of Known Word        
Co-occurrence” or Pro-KWo, was computed as follows.       
First, as in the HAL-matrix manner described above, we         
computed how many times each MCDI word co-occurred        
with each other MCDI word within a 7-word window         
(again, at each age, using only documents for children of          
that age or younger), resulting in 15 different 628x628         
co-occurrence matrices. We then took each word’s       
628-element co-occurrence vector, and multiplied those      
values element-by-element by the MCDIp score for each        
co-occurring word, which served as a proxy for how likely it           
is that children of that age know the word. Next, we           
calculated that vector’s sum (the MCDIp-score-weighted      
sum of the word’s co-occurrences), and divided that sum by          
the sum of the word’s ​unweighted co-occurrence vector        
(reflecting ​all of its co-occurrences). This value reflected a         
proxy measure for the proportion of a word’s total         
occurrences that were with known words. An example is         
shown in Table 1 using imaginary but illustrative MCDIp         
scores and co-occurrence counts. This table shows that the         
words why and where, while co-occurring the same number         
of times with other words overall, nonetheless have very         
different Pro-KWo scores because of where’s co-occurrence  
 
Table 1​. 
Unweighted co-occurrence count 
 ball cup think did sum 
why 10 10 100 100 220 
where 100 100 10 10 220 
      
MCDI scores for co-occurring words 
 ball cup think did  
 .6 .6 .2 .2  
      
Weighted co-occurrence counts (unweighted count * MCDI) 
  
ball 
 
cup 
 
think 
 
did 
weighted. 
sum 
why 6 6 20 20 52 
where 60 60 2 2 124 
      
 weighted 
sum 
unweighted 
sum 
 
Pro-KWo 
why 52 220  .264  
where 124 220  .563  
 
Results 
Analysis 1: First-order Correlations of Predictor      
Variables and MCDI Within and Across Ages 
In the first analysis, we investigated the four        
distributional statistics and the extent to which they predict         
vocabulary development, both within and across ages. When        
computed within specific ages (i.e. only using MCDIp        
scores and distributional statistics for 19 month olds, or 20          
month olds, or 21 month olds), all four distributional         
predictors were significant predictors of the proportion of        
children who said each word, though the size of these          
correlations differed substantially across measures and ages.       
Log frequency and Pro-KWo both had correlations that        
started at around 0.20 at the youngest ages and slowly got           
worse for older children. Correlations within each age for         
the two contextual diversity measures were even worse,        
around 0.08 at the youngest ages and fading to zero for           
older children (Figure 2, below). These results are consistent         
with previous work that investigated children of specific        
ages, and found that these variables are significant but weak          
predictors of MCDIp. 
 
Figure 2​. Correlations of distributional statistic variables  
computed individually at each age. 
 
As hypothesized, this picture changes completely when       
we look at the correlations computed across all ages, rather          
than within each age. Shown in Table 2, the correlation of           
lexical diversity remains low. The correlation of log        
frequency and document diversity with MCDIp increases       
somewhat (to 0.40 and 0.27, respectively), and the        
correlation of Pro-KWo with MCDIp rises to 0.71. By         
comparison, the correlation of age with MCDIp, obviously a         
strong (though somewhat unhelpful) predictor, is only 0.74.        
Whether between or across ages, Pro-KWo is a by far the           
most useful distributional predictor. But its strength varies        
depending on the scope of the analysis. 
Table 2 also shows the comparison of the correlations         
within individual lexical classes. As others have noted,        
correlations for distributional predictors are often much       
stronger within individual lexical classes than when       
compared across all of them. This is true of Log Frequency           
and the contextual diversity measures, but is relatively less         
true for ProKWo. Its correlation of 0.71 across all predictors          
is only slightly lower than its correlations within nouns         
alone (0.76), verbs alone (0.84) or function words (0.71). 
 
 
 
 
Table 2. ​Correlation of MCDIp with four distributional 
 
predictors: log frequency (LF), document diversity (DD), 
lexical diversity (LD), and known-word co-occurrence 
(Pro-KWo), across all ages. The first column contains        
correlations for all word classes, and the right three columns          
contain correlations for nouns, verbs, and function words        
separately. 
 all noun verb function 
Age 0.74 0.76 0.84 0.69 
LF 0.40 0.75 0.63 0.54 
DD 0.27 0.59 0.55 0.70 
LD 
PKC 
0.04 
0.71 
0.41 
0.73 
0.28 
0.84 
0.38 
0.71 
 
Analysis 2: Model Comparisons for Models Involving       
Age and Individual Distributional Variables 
Analysis 1 demonstrated that some of the distributional        
predictors (log frequency, and especially Pro-KWo) were       
significant predictors of MCDIp when compared across       
ages. In some sense, this is obvious and necessarily true. As           
children get older, they know more words, and they’ve also          
heard all words more often. This raises a question about the           
extent to which these words are differentiable from age as          
predictors. To address this, we conducted a set of linear          
models including both age and the two well performing         
distributional statistics as predictors, to see if they explained         
independent variance. 
First, we compared age and lexical frequency. As        
shown in Table 3, individual models using either age or          
frequency were significant, and a combined model using        
both had a significantly higher R​2 than a model with just           
frequency (F = 6761, p < .001), but was not significantly           
higher than a model with just age (p > 0.05). Thus, age            
contributed predictive power above and beyond frequency,       
but not the reverse. 
 
Table 3​. Using Age and Log Frequency to predict  MCDIp. 
  F  Adj.R​2  p 
AGE  F(1,9433)= 9853  .511   <.001 
LF  F(1,9433)= 2100  .182  <.001 
LF+AGE  F(2,9432)= 5183  .524  <.001 
 
Table 4​. Using Age and Pro-KWo to predict  MCDIp. 
  F  Adj.R​2  p 
AGE   F(1,9433)= 9853  0.511  <.001 
Pro-KWo   F(1,9433)= 8506  0.474   <.001 
Pro-KWo+AGE   F(2,9432)= 5258  0.527  <.001 
 
Table 5.​ Using Age, Frequency, and Pro-KWo to predict 
MCDIp. 
  F  Adj.R​2  p 
LF+AGE  F(2,9432)= 5183  .524   <.001 
LF+ProKWo  F(2,9432)= 4316  .478  <.001 
LF+AGE+ProKWo  F(3,9431)= 3582  .533  <.001 
 
General Discussion 
The present study used large, publically available,       
multi-site datasets to investigate the learning trajectories of        
words in young children. We investigated the proportion of         
MCDI words produced by children between the ages of 16          
and 30 months, and various distributional features that        
might predict which words are likely to be produced by          
children at younger ages. Our contributions are twofold.        
First, rather than predicting word knowledge at a single time          
point, we predicted word knowledge cross-sectionally,      
which indeed provided for a different view of the factors          
that predict early word learning. Second, we introduce a         
new distributional feature: Pro-KWo, which may be a        
valuable tool for understanding early word learning. 
Rather than predicting the age at which some threshold         
of children produce a word, we predicted the proportion of          
children that produced a word at each age. This approach          
has a number of advantages. First, it allows us to see how            
certain factors might have different predictive value at        
different time frames. For example, the effects of frequency         
and Pro-KWo were quite small when predicting the        
proportion of children who produced a word at any single          
time point, but were strong predictors when viewed        
cross-sectionally. The observation of different effects of       
predictors synchronically or cross-sectionally suggest that      
understanding language learning at a larger scale-       
predictions across longer time-frames encompassing more      
children and more data, may lead to different conclusions,         
and we need to understand these discrepancies to understand         
why language learning progresses as it does.  
These cross-sectional analyses further raise genuine      
quandaries about the “right” way to predict word learning.         
On the one hand, cross-sectional analyses, and cumulative        
word distributions predicting word learning at each time        
point, is more true to the nature of language learning, and           
our assumptions about the cumulative learning and       
experiential processes that are implied to underlie language        
learning. Further, cross-sectional analyses allow for the       
possibility that distributional properties themselves change      
over time. If a particular word’s tokens occur before 12          
months of age, or after 24 months of age, these          
non-linearities in word frequency over time would be        
captured. Given well-established differences in how      
caregivers interact with children as a consequence of        
physical development (sitting, crawling, walking)     
non-linearities in word tokens may be an important feature         
of language environments (Byrge, Sporns & Smith, 2014). 
On the other hand, these cross-sectional analyses are        
inherently confounded with age. Cumulative frequency is       
 
obviously correlated with age, as would be any predictor         
that is computed at different age points. So, distinguishing         
between variability accounted for by distributional features       
or by age is difficult. Language experience is cumulative,         
and cumulative language experience is obviously a relevant        
feature for understanding variability in learning outcomes       
across individual children, but understanding what role       
predictors that correlate with age might play when        
predicting item variability may be less straight-forward. We        
hope that this work sparks debate and discussion, and in the           
future we can better understand the factors that are         
associated with word learning at multiple timepoints. 
Our second goal was to evaluate a new distributional         
variable, Pro-KWo. We proposed that words that co-occur        
with a wide range of ​known words may be more easily           
learned. This factor may be particularly useful for predicting         
word learning trajectories, the learning processes by which        
children learn language. Pro-KWo was the strongest       
distributional predictor of word learning within individual       
age groups and when computed cross sectionally. And        
unlike other distributional statistics which tend to show very         
different effects when computed within and across lexical        
classes (like noun, verb, and function word), Pro-KWo’s        
effects were robust when computed across all word classes         
simultaneously. Subsequent behavioral studies may support      
Pro-KWo as an important predictor of word learning; words         
presented in a range of contexts may be more easily learned,           
assuming the child is familiar with the words used in those           
diverse contexts. 
Many questions remain about why some words are        
systematically learned before others. Understanding the      
factors that underlie these trajectories will likely remain an         
important research question because it will allow us to test          
predictions about the learning processes in young children        
that support language development. 
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